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What's That One Thing That Separates YOU From All Of The Entrepreneurs and Internet Marketers That

Have The Success...And The Money... That You Always Wish You Had? Do You Have The Internet

Millionaire Mind? From : Derek Tomei "The NicheCloner" West Palm Beach, Florida Dear Online

Entrepreneur, You Can Actually Start Earning Cash 15 Minutes From Now! STOP struggling and learn

the secrets to becoming successful online and financially free.... I have made over a Million and make

thousands of dollars a day on the internet, passively! I want to show you how in just 15 minutes from now

you too could have Automated and Passive income streams online that will pay you 24 hours a day, 7

days a week, 365 days a year! Who the heck am I, and why should you listen to me? I have been "flying

below the radar" for years making thousands of dollars in niche markets with a REAL and PROVEN

online business model. I'm now teaching others how easy it is to make money online, as long as they do it

the RIGHT way! Imagine having your own Automated Internet Money Making Machines, and the feeling

each and every day -- making as much as $1,000, $2,000 or even $5,000 per day... by doing anything

you want with your time! I've done it numerous times and I still to this day pull in massive amounts of

*passive money streams* to the tune of over a million dollars with no signs of it ever letting up anytime

soon! ....ALL ON AUTOPILOT! And, unlike most other online marketers... I can back up my claims with

actual proof of the profits I pull in using my strategies. Skeptical? Watch This Video For Shocking

Financial *PROOF* Of Earnings Online... CLICK THE IMAGE BELOW TO WATCH THIS QUICK VIDEO

These results are not typical and your results may vary. You can make more or less. NOTE: The videos

and screenshots above shows just my Merchant Account for one of my Niche Sites. I also receive several

thousands of dollars per month in Checks and through Paypal and ClickBank for Various other products

and websites. If you're tired of trying so hard to make money online, simply to find that your just spinning

your wheels over and over.... and never really learning THE TRUTH! Or, if you're tired of seeing the same

people effortlessly make thousands of dollars day after day.... Then this could be the most important

website you ever read. In Your Life. Here's why... You're about to see exactly what separates the wealthy
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and successful marketers from those who struggle and are not-so-successful! These methods and

eye-opening information will allow you to become wealthy and successful - keep reading and prove it to

yourself! You're about to learn the mindset of the Secret Marketing Millionaires, that will enable you to

explode your profits and your success! What Separates The "Rich and Successful" Marketers from the

So-Called "Struggling Internet Marketers?" (Not Much At All, As You'll See For Yourself!) I'm here to tell

you that the Wealthy and Successful Internet Marketers are not so different from You. I'm going to plainly

show you how you too can become an online Success and start generating hundreds, and even

thousands of dollars a month into your bank account instantly all on autopilot! It's really not that difficult.

You're a Miracle and YOU We're Born For Success! I'm talking about waking up every day just to see that

you had another two thousand or three thousand dollar day... It's reach-able! I am not giving you a bunch

of hype! You don't have to be a rocket scientist to become extremely successful online and in everything

else you do. You just need to know the secrets! "Derek does quite a tremendous job online and has a

solid background. You can learn a ton from him. Most marketers selling stuff online are just regurgitating

stuff they found elsewhere. They just rewrite it in their own words and slap some new catchy name to it,

and sell it. Derek actually generates real money in the trenches. From what I've seen of Derek, he can

provide you with serious insights! Learn from him and take massive action..." Eric Louviere

gurusecretsociety.com "Derek, I'd like to tell you that man, you really know a lot of tactics I've never heard

of. Till Now! I learned a wealth of information from you! All of that info should keep me busy for the next

several months. Not to mention the great tips. And you know what? This stuff really works! Thank you

Derek!" Regards, Alex Cercel CEO/DEsigner of Blingcovers.com As you saw, just one of my own online

businesses generates over $20,000 every month while I only spend 3 to 5 hours a week of my own time. I

now have 4 of these sites and plan to add several more over time. I don't tell you this to brag or toot my

own horn. I just want you to know that I am not a fly by night Internet Marketer, but a real online business

entrepreneur with "REAL PROOF" to back it up. How powerful is that? Most marketers would give their

left arm for the chance to get "step-by-step" training from someone who is making this kind of money

online! Imagine, The feeling each and every day making as much as $1000, $2000, or even $5000 per

day! Isn't It Finally Your Turn To Start Having That Kind Of Success? You know that when you get the

Secret Marketing Mind, it can and will absolutely change your life... if.. You Read The Whole Guide You

Apply The Tactics and Techniques I Give You You Change Your Mindset and You Take Immediate



Action By the way, if you are not the type of person that will take the above steps after you buy a product,

close this page now. Because I only want to reveal this to people that are ready to change their mindset

and become successful online. But I know you're the kind of person that will. Derek, I Want To Make The

Kind Of Money You Make - PLEASE SHOW ME HOW!" I have many contacts in the online world, and

I've gone over every single person on this list. These are people like myself, that are wealthy and

successful from online businesses. Also people like Mike Filsaime, Gary Ambrose, Shawn Casey, Russell

Brunson, and many others. By the way, did you know that Mike Filsaime made $301,973 in just 24 hours

from a recent online product that he launched? Do you want to know how he was able to pull in that kind

of cash in one day? I'll show you these tactics inside the Secret Marketing Mindset. I also went over every

single person on my contact list that was not-so-successful (No Names Mentioned here but there are a lot

of em). Then, I compared them with the Successful people. You will be shocked at what the successful

marketers have that the others do not have? What I Am Going To Show You Will Amaze You And Yet It

Is Very Obvious! Through my 9 plus years of online marketing experience, just watching those around me

trying to hit the big time, I've written a book that will plainly show you the mindset that Every Successful

Online Marketer Has, while all of the struggling "wanna-be's" do not have. The proof is sitting right in front

of you! "I wish I'd have bought this when I first got into online marketing. I spent almost $6,000 and 5

years of my time trying to figure out what you just told me in your Secret Marketing Mindset eBook" Steve

Brittski Hi, Derek! I just finished reading this e-book which to me is one of the BEST I have read in a long

time! I'm a public relations consultant and TV producer who appreciates your point about Internet

Marketing is a BUSINESS that must be organized and run with the same professionalism as any off line

business. I agree with you that people seem to forget this very important point. Again KUDOS for a

GREAT Guide! Hugh Simpson If you don't have 5 spare years to figure out what the Internet Success

blueprint is, don't worry! You can now learn and profit massively by aligning yourself with my knowledge

and vast experience and the experience of the Most Successful Internet marketers out there today. How?

It's easy because I will reveal all of these traits and internet marketing secrets to you... inside... For the

first time ever, I've put together a secret marketing success guide that almost all of the Most Successful

Internet Marketers use and follow. And before you think this is just the same old junk list of things that

don't work half the time - It's not! This is entirely based on real-life proven success tactics, that I use and

many others use to explode their online businesses and profits - I guarantee you. And now you can also



get the Secret Marketing Mindset .... With this Guide you can learn the incredible strategies and tactics

that the most successful marketers, including myself use to make thousands of dollars each month

online. The value of the guide itself could easily sell for $197 Here are just some of the secrets you will

learn.. * Learn how you can use the exact same techniques and tactics that the most successful

marketers use, with a proven rule-set of methods, attitudes and attributes that they all have in common.

It'll be like having Your very own Success coach! * Learn how I continually make up to 23,000 dollars

every month on autopilot from my ONE niche site. * Learn one little known method that will put an end to

other marketers making a killing from you and your business ideas, so you can dump all the profits into

your bank account. * Learn exactly how to spot unlimited opportunities for new ideas, new products, and

joint ventures that will explode your profits! * Learn how to make thousands of dollars on auto pilot. Can

you imagine if you'd been given this information on the day you started your business. How much hassle

and money would that have saved you? * Learn how you can increase your profits by up to 142 in just 3

minutes. But you better do it right. * Learn how to finally succeed online and make more money online

than you ever thought possible, so you can be financially free. And, I'll show you how to put knowledge

into action in such a way that success and money will come to you quickly and efficiently without hardly

lifting a finger! * This one simple method that takes no longer than two minutes every day that will explode

your productivity and raise your output levels by up to seventy percent, when you're only putting in the

half the effort that others do. * Learn exactly how you can be sure you're getting what you really need to

explode your business and multiply your profits before you ever purchase anything from anybody again. *

Learn how you can erase all of your debts and pay cash for anything you desire through the cash that

flows in from your online business. And, you'll learn how to utilize all of this information to change your

online business and explode your profits! Ever feel like you're working your socks off for long hours but

getting nowhere fast? You're going to learn how to avoid this problem in such a way that it will

permanently remove the roadblocks holding you back from being rich and successful. This is not another

product with a bunch of useless Ideas. This is a real-life and proven guide that will lead you down the

same path as I have been and many other Successful marketers are now... Also, when you join... You'll

Be Able To Instantly Start Making Money With This eBook Because I Am Giving You MASTER RESALE

RIGHTS With a Sales Page, Web Site, and Graphics! Purchasing the Secret Marketing Mindset will be a

HUGE benefit to you as you will be able to instantly start profiting like a wild man ... with Master Resale



Rights. When you purchase the Secret Marketing Mindset, you'll get Master Resale Rights to the Secret

Marketing Mindset eBook with a website, sales page, and graphics! You'll really be able to start making

tons of quick easy instant cash right away! The information and techniques in this eBook are what I use

every single day to continually add avalanches of cash into my Bank Account every single month - All on

autopilot. And you know that I'm not a fly by night Internet Marketer. I've been running real businesses

online for over 9 years now. You Can Get On The Fast Track, Transform Yourself Into A Super Success

And Start Generating an Automated Stream Of Income Today For An Insanely Low Investment $22.95

Introductory price! (For a Very Limited Time ONLY!) Derek, Honestly... What's The Catch? "Quite Frankly,

THERE IS NO CATCH!" Most of the top marketers I consulted with said that I should be charging over

$97 for Master Resale Rights to this product. It comes with so much "top-quality" information, I'm crazy to

charge less... But, instead of charging you some obscene amount, YOU get to become a special-member

for just $22.95 (that's insane, I know!). Heck, you can barely buy a value meal for that cost! Of course, to

"sweeten the deal" even MORE, I'm also going to throw in... FBM marketing eBooks with Resell Rights

Quality eBooks with Master Resale Rights and Plug-in Sales Websites!
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